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CIMGEU PARTICLE: SOURCES FOR
IMPLANTATION AND SURFACE REACTIONS
By Friedrich G. Ruedenauer and Charles K. Crawford
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, y, Cambridge, Massachusetts
SMIARY
The steadily increasing use of integrated curcuits creates a need for the
ability to bombard microscopically small areas with charged particles, especially
electrons and ions-. This ability can be of use in the fabrication of evapora-
tion masks (i.e. by selective area bombardment of photoresists) or the direct
creation of active elements by implanting or depositing a selected ion species
on the surface of a solid. Due to the smaller wavelength of heave particles the
ultimate spatial resolution of ion generated patterns should be h:cher than
the resolution achievable with electrons.
However to fully utilize the small particle-wavelength of ions two things
are needed: high brightness ion sources which can produce ions of metals as
well as gases, and a low aberration ion optical s ystem which is capable of
focusing a high current of selected ion species into a very small spot.
This work describes a high temperature ion source of the Unoplasmatron
t y pe with measured brightness values at 2kV of a • 0.1 A/cm ` sr for ions such as
A-, Pb, Ga. Beam currents for these elements were 6uA, 3"A, LuA respectively.
Total power input for the Ga run (operating temperature 1400 0K) was < 110 watts.
Source dimensions are 1' dia x 3.5" long.
The design of a demagnifying system is given which, if used in connection
with the new ion source, is ca?able of bombarding a Lim diameter spot with
current densities > 50uA /cm 2 . The main features of this s ystem are a new type
of a stigmatic focusing magnetic mass anal y zer and a 3-lens electrostatic
1
focusinw stage with a special minimum .aberration postacce1 era tion lens.
Bombarding voltages can be as h i s!h as 40k%'.
1. INTRODUCTION
This work concerns the development of an ion optics system which will
deliver ions of a specific species and charge state with an intensit y , energy
spread, and emittance suitable for the image optical ion activation of photo-
resists. To show the feasibility of the method, initial experiments, including
bombardment of a silicon dioxide layer, were performed.
To 1:erform the desired functions an ion optical system must consist of
(a) a source which converts neutral atoms of various elements (gaseous as well
as solid) into singly or multiply charged ions,
(b) an extraction and acceleration s ystem to extract the ions from the source
and accelerate them to an energy suitable for im p lantation or surface activation
work and,
(c) a mass analvzer and focusing system to separate the beam according, Lo
particle mass number and charge state, and to make it impinge on the target
in a preselFcted high resolution pattern.
The report is divided into four sections. Section 2 describes the
development of the ion source and acceleration system. The system is capable
of delivering ion currents in the microampere region from gaseous as well as
solid substances. Constructional details and cpc:rating parameters are given.
Section 3 contains theoretical ion optical treatment of a special class
of two-direction focusing magnetic mass analyzers. Compared to other stigmatic
focusing magnetic_ anal yzers, this type is characterized by a higher transmis-
sion at a given resolution. A 3-stage electrostatic demagnifying system is
also described. This system is capable of producing patterns on the sample
2
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surface with a resolution of the order of a few rnicro^ns. Neither of these
latter two systems has been constructed.
Section. 4 describes explorator y experiments which were carried out to
determine the feasibility of the concept of low energy ion implantation for
photoresist activation and the stabilization of the silicon/silicon dioxide
I
interface.
2. ION SOURCE DEVELOPMENT
A survey of various types of ion sources (Ref. 1) shows that in order to
obtain extraction cur rent densities in the order of mA/cm 2 (as are required by
the proposed experiment~) an ion source has to bL selected which uses some
k ind of gaseous discharge to create a plasma from which ions can be extracted
by a high electric field. To obtain a beam consisting of ions of only one
element (or predominantly one element) the gas discharge should occur in the
vapor of this element rather than in the vapor of a chemical com pourLd contain-
ing it. For most elements in the periodic system, this means that the charge
material (and the source itself) has to be kept at high temperature. Otherwise
the equilibrium vapor pressure of the charge material in the discharge volume
will be too low. Gas discharge type ion sources normally operate at pressures
in the range of 10 -3 ► 10-1 torr; thus temperatures up to 15000K must be
reached to process elements like in or Ga.
High temperature gas discharge ion sources which are capable of producing
ions of lota or medium vapor pressure metals have been built by many investigators.
Most of these ion sources have large linear dimensions and surface area.
Cons y quent_ y , they radiate large amounts of power (a few KW) when operated at
elevated temperatures. The aim of the present design is to build a small high
temperature source which can operate with a low power consum p tion. The
3
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Unoplasmatron tvpe source first Oescribed by von Ardenne (Ref. 1) lend; itself
wt• 11 to miniaturi:ati( , n, is cha-acterized h high eff iciency and low
power consumption and does not require an auxiliary magnetic field. "Thus,
this t y pe was chosen. Previously, Unoplasmatrons have only been operated as
gas ion sources, hence man y changes from the published designs are necessary
to ad,ipt it for use with metallic vapors. It was decided to proceed in two
steps:first, a small stainless steel Unoplasmatron with variable geometric
dimensions was built to gain insight into the discharge parameters, power con-
sumption, efficiency, etc. Second, using; the optimized parameters, a high
temperature version was designed. The high temperature source is suitable for
gases as well as solids.
2.1. Unoplasmatron Gas Source
The gas ion source and ion source test setup described in this section
is constructed m...tly from stainless steel tv pe 304 and consists of the ion
source, extraction electrode and a 3-grid Faraday cage, all mounted in a
single frame. It is designed to give information concerning arc parameters,
power consumption, efficiency, emittance, etc. and to allow an optimization of
the final solid material source.
2.1.1. Construction details.--Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the Unoplasma-
tron gas source. It consists of anode (2) w1.th an extraction opening (1),
intermediary
 electrode (5), cathode (6), electron reflector (7), and feedthroughs
(8). The intermediary electrode-anode distance may be adjusted by sliding the
intermediate electrode along the standoffs (9) and the cathode-anode distance
can be adjusted by moving the backplate (4) inside the tightly fitting anode
cylinder (10). Thus, a geometrical optimization of arc parameters is possible.
The operating mechanism of the source (Ref. 2) can be briefly described
4
anode.
as: : 1 ) a low voltage arc discharge is burning between the hot filament
cathode (6) and the ..node (2); b) an intermediar y electrode (5) with It
hole punctd in its top surface
0	 1.
'—	 O	 (Fig;. 1) mechanicaliv constricts the
	
©	 plasma column between the cathode and
cis— —	 •< "USE —	 the anode; and c) a discharge  current
IML E T
©	 Passing through the o pening in the
©	 intermediary electrode OE) creates
a ver y dense plasma betwe,:n I E and
VII
II 	 ^b	 Ions are extracted from the plasma
U U	
by an extractor electrode (Fig. 2) which,
Fig. 1 Experimental Unoplasmatron 	
with the anode plate of the ion source
Gas Ion Source
(Figs. 3 and 4), forms a Pierce-
extraction sytem. The function of this snecial extraction system is to guide
the extracted particles into a parallel or low divergence beam as long as the
the extracted particle current is
space charge limited. A 3-grid Fara-
day collector is mounted on the same
axis as the ion source and extraction
electrode at a distance of about 5cm
i 
14 from the extraction opening of the
6RO1OODEEP
source. This arrangement provides for
83 5°
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a measurement of the total unfocused
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extraction current which passes through
LAPPED
SURFACE
	
-0.05 RADIUS
ROUNDED EDGE
	 the 0.125 cm dia hole in the extraction
Fig. 2 Extraction Electrode 	 electrode, as well as for energ y analvsiE
(Pierce Geometry)
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the extracted ions and electrons.
The source-extractor-collector assembl y
 is mounted in a vacuum system
capable of achieving pr essures of better than 10 -5 torr (Fig. 5). Cits
is fed to the source via a variclL le
I
6 7 '/ 	 76 °,
/	 I
0.14 8 «I
I
leak valve and a 2.0 mm 19 copper tube
of 15 cm length. A tube of the same
dimensions connects the s.)urce directly
to a thermocouple gauge, so that a
0.059	 I	 -
DR I LL M53
1• - 0.250
Fig. 3 Unoplasmatron Anode
(Pierre (.;eometrv)
direct measurement of the gar. pressure
BREAK EDGE in the source is possible.
2.1.2. Timelagof source pressure
indication.--From the volume of the
thermocouple gauge (VTIC = 20 cm 3 ) and
the volume and conductance of the
connecting tubing it is possible to
estimate the seed with which the TC-
gauge responds to sudden pressure
changes in the source.
The volume V of the TC-gauge and
connecting tubing has been measured
as about 20.4 cm 3 . For the conductance
of a tube of radius a and length
Dushman (Ref. 3) gi ,:es the formula
_ 8a . F F	 R	 1 + 0.5 ^a for k = at
where F - 1.14 x 10 3 a 2 ►rT 	[ cm 3 sec -1 ]
M
0.250
0 05`3
0.059+0003
-0000
-	 - 0.020' t MIL * 76 DRILL
MAXIMUM EDGE THICKNESS
IO MIL
Fig. 4 Unoplasmatron Anode
Expansion cup
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Iis the conductance of a circular orifice of the sane d'.:imeter ;i . 	 From
these expressions we get (T = 2930 K, 1 1 = 40) for room tem perature and
argon gas, a conductance of the connecting , tuhinv of
F t = 5.2 cm 3 /sec .
Vile same author gives a formula for the time interval required to pump down
vessel of volume V from a pressure p l to a pressure 1) 2 via a condu(7tanoe
F
t
V
	 P1
t	 1
Therefore the time t l/2 required to pump down a volume V to half its initial
pressure is given by
tl	
V	
In 2 = 2.73 sec./2 Ft
This value can be considered as the 'time constant' of the system gauge-
connecting tubing. t l/2 should be as small as possible to detect pressure
changes in the source quickly and prevent damage to the filament. For the
present application this conductance value seems to be adequate especially
since the TC gauge itself neads a time T of 1-3 seconds (Fig. 6) in the
pressure range 10 -2 - 10-3 torr to change its reading by a voltage increment
which corresponds to a change of pressure of a factor of 2.
2.1.3. Calibration of source pressure measurement.--Keeping in mind the
adaptation of the present Unoplasmatron gas source to a metal vapor ion
source two parameters are of special importance, namel y gas pressure in the
source and gas flow through the extraction hole. The source pressure p
S
determines the temperature level at which the metal source has to be kept,
and the gas flow Q s through the extraction hole determines the mass loss ner
unit time and therefore the charge lifetime and efficienc y of the metal source.
7
As follows from the previous section the pressure in the Tc uauge
nould be very close to the Pressure its the source it steadv state molecular 	 I
FARADAY
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TC ON	 *FROM FACTORY
^y	 CALIBRATION CURVE1 I )GAS FL
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flow condition- prevail. However, the Pressure measurement b y means of a
TC gauge ha its l ilmitaLions. Fig. 7 shows the calibration curve given by
VTC(mV)
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Fig. 6 Leak Rate of Unoplasmatron Extraction Opening (Curve 1)
Timelag of Thermocouple Gauge (Curve 2)
the manufacturer (NRC) for the model 521 TC gauge. It shows that in the
pressure range of 10-3 to 10 -2 torr the TC-voltage is dependent on room
temperature over the whole pressure range but has only slight dependence on
the pressure. In the 10 -3 region a change of 5 0C in room temperature gives
a change in pressure reading of about a factor of 2. When the first tests
with gauges of this model were performed the calibration changed as much as
50% from day to da y
 even wit], the room temperature kept constant. It was
discovered that the TC-heater current of 161 mA specified b y the manufacturer
on each of three purchased gauges resulted in a TC-voltage at "zero" pressure
( < 10 -3 torr) of 24 mV instead of the 14 m%' maximum voltage in Fig. 7.
9
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This probabl y caused the thermojunction to overheat anti malfunction, supported
b y the fact that the gauge which had been operated longest at 161 mA had
burned out. After a check with the manufacturer's labs the heater current
was adjusted to 119 mA which gave a maximum TC-voltage of 14 mV. The dav-
to-dav variations in calibration were reduced to + 5% of relative change of
the TC•-voltage which seems to be a tolerable value. The absolute calibration
was still questionable however, so experiments were performed to calibrate
the TC-gauge against an Alphatron gauge. The latter instrument is based on
the ionization of a gas by a-particles emitted by a radium source and has a
very good stability and linearity over the pressure range of 10 -4 to 100 torr
14 M y -0100 114
90 _.--
I1	 ^I	 I	 CALIBRATION CURVES
_	 FOR VARIOUS GASES
80 11
	
I	 ' 	 _t	 -	 --	 - ryn' 521 -	 --Q^ 	 IflLAMOCOUPLE GAUGE
^ ^ ` ly I y	 !	
i
^o __10 i
	
`.	 9'y yr <<^
t	 `rF^	 o,	
-
!	 Gy	 1 OHOJJ
D
 FREON 12.
ARGON DIOX 7E
WATER VAPOR
D^Y AIR
-- -
A CETONE
--+ - — — r ----^
	 -	 -- - - —^
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0	 tort
t	 I I 1 11	 1	 1	 I	 1 I I LI	 I	 I _
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i55uE , 8-5 58
	 PRESSURE IN MICRONS
	 MO-44499
Fig. 7 Calibration of a NRC TC521 Thermocouple. Vacuum Gauge
but it is of little use in the preset experiment since its large volume
of about 250 cm  gives it a timelag of about 20 seconds with respect to
pressure changes in the ion source.
10
Fig. 8 shows TC voltage (% of 14 m%') against Alphatron reading (curve a)
in the pressure range 0.2 torr . 5 torr and TC voltage against dr y air pres-
stir(, (curve b) from the NRC manual (Fig. 7). Due to lack of pumping speed
in the test system curve (a) could riot be traced below 0.2 torr. From the
available data in Fig. 7 however, it is obvious that at 1 torr the thermo-
couple reads about a factor of 1.68 too low in pressure if the Alphatron
reading is corrected for Argon gas (Ref. 3) . From the san g f igure it appears
that this factor would decrease to at least 1.45 for lower pressures (below
10 -1 torr).
U TC (%OF 14 mV)
CALIBRATION OF A NRC TC 531 GAUGE
AGAINST ALPHATRON
^c VALUES FOR DRY AIR
FOR ARGON MULTIPLY By 0.85
50
NRC MANUAL ( DRY AIR)
THIS REPORT
10
1.0
	 2.0
	
3.0
	
4.0
	
p*(torr)
ALPHATRON
Fig. 8 Calibration of a NRC TC531 Gauge against NRC Alphatron Gauge
Summarizing we can say that in the pressure range 1 - 10 -2 torr thermal
11
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dritt and heater instabilit y
 liinit the absolute accuracv of the thermocounIe
gauge to about + 251",	Below 10	 torr the accuracv is t urther decreased by
the tIdttcnin)! out of the characteristic.
another indirect method to measure source p ressures is to measure the
pressure p in the vacuum chamber (Fib. 5). This pressure has a certain
relationship to the gas t Iow from the source (Q) i, i ven by the equation (Ref. 3)
s
p c	 S C
where S
c 
is the pumping speed in the vaccum chamber (determined by the speed
of the 6" cif diffusion pump, the conductance of the diffusion pump baffle
and the 6 1/2" glass tuhinw,  leadink, to the location of the ion source in the
f
chamber).
The flow of the gas from the source is given b y (Ref. 3)
11	 (ps	 p) FC	 t
where F t is the conductance between the source and chamber. In the present
geometry F t is small so that p  >> p c at all times. In this case the last
two equations combine to form:
_Q__ Pc
p s	 F	 S F
t	 c t
which means that the chamber pressure should be proportional to the source
pressure as long as molecular flow prevails. This is the case as long as
the mean free path L in the region of r.ie extraction opening (= 1.5 mm from
Fig. 4). From tables given by Dushman (Ref. 3) the mean free path L of
Argon is given by
L = 4.7 x 10 -3 /p [cm)
which gives a value of p - 3 x 10 -2 for source pressure to which the chamber
p ressure should be proportional. Fig. 9 shows the relationshi p between
12
103
-410
10 5
p,
c	 s
and p , . p 
c 
was measured with a Bavard-Alpert ionization gauge and p
C
with the TC-gau,;c. One recognizes that an approximately linear relationship
holds up to 1 torr. Extrapolation of this curve to values p c < 10 -5 torr
should give a good approximation for p S - 10 ` torr. Unfortunatel,, the
S
leak rate of the vacuum chamber limits the ultimate chamber pressure to
about 4 x 10 6 which means that for source pressures below 4 x 10 -3 the
outgassing .Ind leak rate of the vacuum chamber exceeds the inflow of gas
through the scource opening.
p CTORR]
IONIZATION GAUGE
163
	 62	 10I	 1	 pc CTORR ]
1 h AQN f0R 140V f-se.
Fig. 9 Relationship between Vacuum Chamber Pressure and Ion Source Pressure
As a conclusion we can sav that source pressures in the range of 1.0
5 x 10 -2 torr can be covered b y
 direct measurement w;th the TC-gauge with an
absolute accuracy of + 25%. By
 measurement of the chamber pressure with an
13
ionizat ion gau^_e we can extend this range down to p Z 5 x 10 -3 . Be low
s
that no measurement-, can be meaningfully taken with the present setup.
However, as will be shown, the source operates effecientl y only at pressures
,ibout 10 -2 for r , 5u that the mcrntioned def iciency in pressure measurement
is of no great consequence for the scope of the present work.
2.1.4. Neutral gas_ loss.--Due to the lack of a mass flow meter with
short settling time and sufficient accuracv to measure mass flows in the
range of 10 -2 torr cm  sec-1 (0.3 ug/sec) the flow of Ras from the source
can only be calculated indirectly from source pressure p,s and the conductance
F
ex 
of the extraction opening in the anode nlate. The i^eometry of the
extraction opening is shown in Fife. 3. For theoretical purposes it can be
	
considered as a hole of 10 mil (2.54 x 10	 cm) radius in series with a
"very short" tube of a = 30 mil (0.76 mm) radius and Z = 59 mil (1.5 mm)
length. For such a geometr y the conductance can he calculated as (Ref. 3)
1	 - 1_ + (1 + 0.5 i/a)
F	 F	 F
ex	 o	 0
where F0 is the conductance of the circular hole given in the preceding
section. If we remember that for Argon at room temperature the conductance
of a circular hole of 1 cm radius in a elate of zero thickness is
i
ol = 3 x 10 4 cm 3 /sec = 30 liters/sec
we get for F
ex
F	
=	
3 + 104a2	 = 3 x 104 a
2 = 6.25 cm3/sec
ex	 1:
+
 1	 0.5 /a	 3
From another formula in section (a) we get for the gas flow 0 through the
enit hole
0= (p
s - 
p 
c	 ex	 s ex
) F 	z p F	 = 6.25 p 
s 
(torr cm 3 sec - 1)
14
Ip	 .6.25 p x 2. 69 x 1019
or	 Q	 6.2 760 
x N A = - " - -^- _ 760 - --^-	 2.22 x 10
17 p c
 ( atoms/sec J
where ti % i the number of atoms per cm  at NPT, or
2.22 x 1017
— N — -- x 40p s
 14.0 x p s [,,g/sec]
L
N .... Avog,.dro I s number
(All values for Argon at room temperature)
One gram of Arg on passes th rough the exit hole in a time t lg given by
t	 - - 10-3 = -- -- --	 -1 --- - - --- --- 
= 19_7 IL h
lg	 3.6 x	 14 x 10 6 x 3.6 x 10 3 p	 psS
Principally the gas flow through the extraction hole could be measured by
observing the Pressure drop in the TC-gauge when the ion source is pumped
down from an initial p ressure n without anv gas being supplied through
s
the leak valve (Fig. 5). This has been done (Fig. 10). The source was
filled with Argon at a Pressure of about 0.3 torr b y closing the gate valve
to the diffusion pump which evacuated the vacuum chamber and sending a
short burst of gas through the exithole into the vacuum chamber. The gas
flow Q through the extraction hole is related to the observed pressure drop
in the TC gauge by the expression
_ dP VQobs	 dt 
where V is the volume of the source plus gauge (40cm 3 ). The Q-values derived
from this equation are about 2 times as high as the theoretical Q values
given by
Q th	 Ftot x P 
where F	 i^; the effective conductance between the vacuum chambei and the
tot
TC gauge:
,1
15
.j
iv) theoretical values for conductances
of certain geometrical configurations
^. MEO► [ VAIV[
	
MV Or[M
°'T"	 _ I	 SOURCE LEAKAGE
ps
(fair)
10-2
F
i--	
F1 + F1	
or	
Ftot 
= 2.85 (cm 3
 sec ^l)
tot	 t	 ex
This discrepancy can be caused by
i) inaccuracv in absolute pressure reading
ii) lag of Tc gauge; in the pressure range of interest the time required
for the pressure to drop to half its momentar y value is about the same as the
time lag of the thermocouple.
iii) the exit hole is not the only path b y which the gas can escape from
the source into the vacuum chamber. Two such critical points are the
Swagelok-couplings with teflon ferrules b y which the gas feed tubing and the
pressure measurement tubing are connected to the ion source body.
I \\ NV Opts$
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Fig. 10 Decrease of Ion Source
Pressure Due to Pumping Speed
of Extraction Opening
are onl y approximations which may
deviate from the actual values b y as
much as 25% (Ref. 3). An agreement
within a factor of 2 can therefore
be considered as satisfactorv.
From the value of t lg calculated
above it can be concluded that even
for the case where the theoretical
conductance values are too small by
a factor of 2 an ion source of the same dimensions as the tested source
which operates around 10 -2 torr could be run about 55h with a charge of O.Sg
Argon gas.
2.1.5. Electron emission from the filament.--From the data of Kistemaker
(Ref. 2) regarding the operating parameters of a Unoplasmatron-type source it
16
c:in be expected th.it discharge currents in the order of IA have to be
obtained for ion extr.iction currents of the order of a tow UA. '-:ith in
expected oper:it ing pressure of
	
10-2 Corr and the anj)l i Cat ion of well
known ion i z,it ion and multiplication mech;in i s-is- in gases of low pressure it
can be estimated that Chu filament should he :ihle to supple about 150ciA
of emission curr,nt.	 from t.ibles givVI,i UV I:ulil (Kef. 4) and in order to
match existing; power supplies a 0.254 mm (10 roil) dia pure t wire of the
order of 10 cm leni,th was chosen as the emission f i lament . The is wire
was wound iii the shape of a strai}!ht coil (2 mm dia x 1 cm long,) with
between 15 and 19 w i ndl i n i l s . The co i 1 was srotwelded to two 4 x 3 x 0.2 mm
tantalum strips which in turn were spotwelded to two tantalum filament holders
of 1.27 mtn (47 mi l) dia.
	 Fig,. 11 gives theoretical saturation electron Cur-
rents (Ref. 4) for 10 cm of W wire of the spec i fied diameter as a function
I (nut J ELECTRON EMISSION FROM A TUNGSTEN	 of he a t i nv,, Current.
f 	 C11 AVL UT I in. - n e4-- nu1
Fig. 11 Electron Emission from
.i hot Tungsten Filament
To measure the actual emission
characteristic the source was mounted
in the vacuum chamber (Fig. 5) which
was pumned down to about 3.2 x 10-5
tort'. According. to Fig. 9 this would
correspond to a source pressure of
3.5 x 10 -2 torr if the gas were flow-
ing through the source. However,
since no gas was introduced the high
chamber pressure must have been caused
105 TC•K i by outgassf ng and leakage in the cham-
If(Ai
ber itself. At this Point the TC- gauee
showed a reading of less than 3 x 10-3
17
^^	 s
torn, so th,it the source pressure wi th no gas f low can be est i'^.,ited somewhere
between 1 and 2 x 10 -3
 tort.	 Fig. 12 shows the , voltage-current characteris-
tics obtained in the circuit shown in Fiv. 13.
	 The marks on the riitht edve
200	 ''
a
E
t
50
Ev inornt ion of clean tun}—,ten alone
0	 100	 would decrease the filament diameter
U"t(V)
lcsti then 0.:! within 10 hours (lief.
Fig. 12 %'oltage-current Characteristics
for Circuit of Fig. 13; No gas	 4). Soutterinv is unlikel y due to
introduced
the low sputteriig coefficient of W
by 150V ions. However the cons i dei ably high background of 11 2() in the system
could oxidize the filament r.ither rapidly so that this possibilit y cannot be
discarded.
ii) A filament with stabilized heater current surrounded b y a reflective
material is basically a thermall y
 unstable system. Heat radiated by the
filament is partially reflected back, thereb y increasing the filament
temperature and its Ohmic resistance. If the heater current is stabilized,
the input wattage is increased which in turn increases the temperature and
electron emission. Phis thermal feedback however is a slow nrocess and
5?
-  —
4 Y`
0
of 1, i i • . 1- give the theore t ica1 -; it-
uration electron currents for various
fi lament heriting currents. 	 It is
obvious that at 140%' Intermediary
electrode (IL) voltage the observed
values are about 15% hi ^ , her than
the theoretical value~.	 "Ibis could
have the followiriv cause~:
i) The filament has become thinner
b y
 therr a 1 evaporation or sput ter ins, .
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should not be	 n,)t iceable in our	 case	 -,trice	 the emission characteristic was
sc;inned through in	 rib:)ut 10 seconds.
Fig. 13 Wiring Schematic for
Discharge between Filament
and Intermediary Electrod:
iii) A process which would not
exhibit any timela) ,  would be toniz:i-
tion of the residual gas in the source
by the electrons united from the fila-
ment. The ions and electrons formed
in th's primary ionization process
would contribute to the measui:vd cur-
rent value. At residual gas pressures
of 2-3 x 10 -3 torr which, as mentioned
above, can be expected in the source
this ionization could not occur below a certian limit of the filament-IE
potential. This voltage limit would be determined b y the ionization potentials
of the molecules present in the residual gas. In fact, the curves in Fiv, 12
show a sharp rise of the IE-current in the vicinity of 13V IE voltage. Table
I lists the species of molecules most likely to be present in the source
together with their ionization potentials (Ref. 5) and 150V electron ioniza-
tion cross sections (Ref. 6).
Ion Species
N +
2
0+
0 +
t-
H20
Parent Molecule
N2
N
0
02
H2O
TABLE I
Ionization
Potential (eV)
15.55
14.54
13.61
12.2
12.61
Cross Section 2 for 150V
Electrons (cm )
,^.6 x 10-16
2.4 x 10-16
2.8 x 10-16
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FABLE I (cant ' d)
Ion Species	 Parent Holeculu
No 2
+ 	No 
uii	 OH
Ionization	 Cross Section 2 for 150V
Potential (eV)	 Electrons (cm )
12.3
	 3.2 x 10-16
12.8
CH 	 CH 	 11.9
Since the source is mounted in a non-bakeable Klass system H 2O is
likely to be present in large amounts, also oxygen and nitroien can be
expected, the ionization potentials of all these molecules being close to
the observed discontinuity in the emission characteristics.
For a quantitative evaluation let us assume a residual gas pressure
of	 3 x	 10 -3 torr and an average ionization cross section of 2.9 x 10-16cm2
and a filament-IE.-distance of A = 1.2 cm.
The number of electrons per second arriving at the IE is given by
(Ref . 7)
N CO = N eaQ
-	 o
where do
 is the number of electrons per second emitted by the filament and
a is the primary Townsend coefficient for ionization which is given by
a = on = oNA 760 = 3.55 x 1016 p
n.....n umber of molecules /cm3
NA ....Avogadro's number
a.....ionization cross section (cm 2)
p ..... pressure (torr)
The number of ions produced in the volume is given by (Ref 7)
NA (k) = No cc 
20
i'
a4
the total current across the electr(ide gap is the s pun of ion rind electron
current.	 If we substitute I for N in the nreceeding equations and retain
the lint-ar term in the exponential function we get
Itot	
I+ + I - = 1 0 ((xk + 1 + a y ) = 1  (1 + 2a9,) = I 0 (1 + 7.1 x 10 16 cp)
With the values of o and p above we get
I
tot = 1  (1 + 6.2 x 10 )
From Fig. 12 one would expect about twice that value so that most
lik..:ly	 filament	 aging (by oxidation)	 and residual gas	 ionization both
contribute to give the measured current value.
Summarizing we can say that an emission current of 150 mA can be
obtained b y heating a 12 cm long pure tungsten wire of 0.254 mm dia to
> 24000K (Ref. 4). This requires 5.9A and 72 watts (Ref. 4). Filament
life in a non-oxidizing atmosphere at pressures below 10 -3 can be expected
to be in excess of 1'x,000 h (for "- 10% decrease in filament diameter).
2.1.6. Gas dischar_Ee between filament and Intermediary Electrode--
As the next :st o p Argon gas was introduced into the source and the voltage-
current characteristics measured in the same circuit as in Fig. 13. The
onl y difference was that the U int rower supply (with automatic crossover
feature) was set to an upper current lime of 195 mA.
Figs. 14 and 15 show the U in. -T int 
characteristics with the Argon
r 
pressure P A in the vacuum chamber as a parameter. The corresp-)nding source
pressures can be taken from Fig. 9. There are obviously two different
regimes in which an arc (negative I-V characteristic) can burn. The first
regime is characterized by low gas pressure and low arc voltage. Fig. 14
shoes that if the argon pressure in the chamber is increased above 1.2 x
10 5 _irr the curves exhibit portions of negative slope, the arc voltage at
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the ►,ower supply 1 irrited arc current
of 195 mA decreases with increasing!
gas pressure.	 'rice curves in Fig. 15
were measured under exactl y the same
experimental conditions as those in
Fig. 14. They were onl y plotted
separately in order not to obscure
the gr :ph. In that f inure we see
c second regime characterized by
high gas pressures and high arc
voltages whici ► increase with increas-
ing pressure.
0
0	 10	 20	 30
200
	 U,,,,(V)	 I
I fi1 = 5 5A
	
Fig. 14 Voltage-current Character-
istics for cu:cuit of Fig. 13
Gas Introduced into Ion Source
150	 ' pa
50
0 L,'-	 i	 i	 i
0	 50	 100	 150
U." (V)
Fig. 15 Voltage Characteristics for
Circuit of Fig. 14; Gas
Introduced into Ion Source
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Thermal electron e ission from
the filament was approximatel y
 50 mA
as indicated in Fig. 14 where the
L int -lint -curve for PA = 8 x 10-6torr
saturates at about this value.
From the measurements it is
obvious that in Argon gas a 200 mA
arc can be struck between the fila-
ment and the interr.;ediate electrode
at source pressures as low as 10-2
torr (p c = 1 x 10 -5 ).	 In this case
0C v
4--
O^S C M	 n
z7CM '	 t1A
Up
Ufo
! JU
a
E 100
a
n v
C C
10	 20	 30
UA(V)
and filament, the fraction of the0L0
t1w arc voltage is about 24V and thy _ nower consumnt it)n in the dtschrarc.e
approximatel y 4,8 watts.	 Including the heater Dower for the filament i
total of about 55 watts is dissipated within the source.
2 . 1 . 7. Gas discharge_ between filament and anode. -•- I f vo 1 tage Is
applied between filament and anode the intCnnL•diary electrode being
connected to the negative filament lead (see insert in Fig. 16) the cor-
responding I
A
-UA characteristics for different pressure values are given
in Fig. 16.	 In this figure one sees that irrespective of the gas pressure
no measureable anode current is flowing below a filament to anode voltage
U 
	 =	 16V. 1n	 this care the electron	 cloud emitted b y	 the filament
obviouslv is	 contained within	 the	 intermediar y	electrode cvlinder and only
a small fraction diffuses through the 3.2 mm dia hole in that electrode
20C,
	 and reaches the .anode. As U 
increases the anode potential slowly
PA —'
penetrates through the IF.-opening
and accelerates part of the electron
cloud towards the anode. Ionization
of the gas takes place and if the
gas pressure is high enough a plasma
column is formed essentially between
5v
	 filament and anode. If in the schem-
atic in Fig. 16 a resistor of suit-
able size is connected between IE
electrons which flow to the IE nro-
Fig. 16 Voltage-current Characteristics
of Gas Discharge between	 duce a negative bias there so that
Filament and Anode
the IE-current is reduced to a
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nes , Iigible valuh'.	 Fig. 17 shows the influence of such a biassing resistor.
It is obvious that below U  = 32V the IE current consists onl y of a diftusion
of electrons I rom f i
	
t to IE. At 32V an -irc strikes (I, = 200 mA,
limited by the arc power supplv). Now the electron flow Lo the 1E is greatly
increased.	 It is about 20 n% (10%) of the total arc current if the I 	 i,
conne cted directly to the filament, 7 mA (3.5%) for R  = 500.' and 0.3 mA
(1.5Z) for R  > 2k.- .	 In th is case nearl y the whole discharge current f lows
I,nt (mA)	 to the anode.	 Since all the par-Li-
cles have to pass ti ► rough the hole
in the 1E,the discharge is constricted
to a diameter of less than 3.2 mm.
Compared to tale case of an arc burning
between filament and IF (1.25 cm dia;
see previous section) this means a
constriction in cross sectional area
of at least a factor of lh and a
corresponding1v high increase in
VA(v)
current density and p lasma density
Fig. 17 Current to Intermediar y	since the total discharge current is
Electrode versus anode
Voltage
	
the same as in the previous section.
In this section it has been shown that a geometrically constricted
200 mA arc call
	 maintained between filament and anode at source pressures
in the vicinit y of 10 -2 torr. Compared to the uncon y tric.rc ,! discharge tire
arc voltage is a few volts higher (UA ^! 30%'). Directly behind the ion
extraction hole ill 	 anode (Fig. 1) the current densit y can be estimated
2	 11	 3
to 2.5A/cm and the plasma densit y to about 0.82 x 10
	
ions/cm	 Power
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Fig. 18 Circuit for Measuring Lxtraction :haracteristics of Unoplasm^
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dissipation at the anode is about 60 watts.
2.1.8. Extraction of positive ions and electrons from the source.--
To measure charged particles extracted by a suitable extraction voltage `ex
the source extractor and collector electrodes shown in Fib;. S are connected
as shown in Fig. 1.8. The anode of the source is kept on ground potential
so that filament ind arc supplies can be kept close to ground. A power
supply which is capable of delivering; + l0kV (t2m,%) is connected between
extractor electrode and anode. Consequently, the Faradav cage and the
electrometer are operated at high voltage level. A Keithelev 601-3
battery operated electrometer is put into an insulating plexiglass box
,nd used to measure the collector current I  (Fig. 18).
I
IheoreticaIIv the maximum current of Ions of mass M which can be
extracted from a plane emitting surface of area A b y
 a flat electrode at
the potential V with respect to the emitter and a distance d apart from
it is given by the Langmuir-Child Law (Ref. 7).
	
►r2	 e_ V3/2
	
T + = A 9R	 M	 d
or
3/2
I = 3.81 x 10 -11 A 
V
V	 ("mps)
}	 d 2 rt -
whete V is measured in volts and M in amu.
This law is valid as long as the plasma density is such that the
required ion current can be supplied by ion diffusion to the emitting
surface. if the extraction value rises above a certain level the current
required by
 the Langmuir-Child Law cannot be supplied anv more and the
extracted current will be less than that given by the above formula. The
system emitter surface-extraction electrode changes from a "spa-e charge
limited" to a "density limited" mode.
Fig. 19 shows I
ex ex
-V	 characteristics which have been obtained.
Argon was used as source gas and different arc conditions were adjusted
to give the different curves. For the dotted curve, which y ields the
highest ion current, the arc current was also highest (240 m ,\). Neverthe-
less it cannot be said at this point that the extraction current is a
monotonously increasing function of the arc current.
Fig. 20 shows the extraction characteristics for Argon and Helium
respectively in a log-log plot. Due to the different ionization potentials
of A and He the arc parameters are quite different for the two gases.
Pressure arc current and filament current were adjusted however in order to
26
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i
give maximum extraction current. it i
A linear section with a slope of about
3/2 (dotted line) below an extraction
voltage of about 300-400V. In ,his
;ection the l.angmuir-Child Law is
ob..,,,,sly valid. According to the
same formula the He+ c l.rrent should
be ,about 3.3 times as high as the
A+ current whereas one reads a factor
of Jnl y 2.5 from Fig. 20. A more
detailed invest igation has to be
undertaken to explain this effect.
by reversal of the polaritites of
the power supplies as indicated in
I, :pA3
_100
s obvious that both curves have
P ei I ;. 93 % 9c, x
IA • ?JO mL 200rrA 2CUmA
e
U; 50 v 4C v 2' 	 'v
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AkGON ION CURREN' FROM A
UNOPLASMATRON SOURCE
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Fig, 19 Extraction of Argon Ions
from a Unonlasmatron
ION E;'TRAC
UNOPI ASMA'
f	 Fig. 18, electrons can be extracted
Mt
A
from the source. Fig. 21 shows extrac-
tion characteristics for ions and
Io
•	 electrons. Note that in this case
extraction current decreases monoton-
ically with the arc current. For I A <
^3/2(Lorpmurr -Child )	 115 mA however, this trend reverses
_-__T and below 100 mA it is impossible to
10	 100	 boo
strike an arc. The ion currents
Fig. 20 Extraction Characteristics
for Helium and Argon	 extracted from the same discharze
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show the same t ► k-11d .
2.1.9. Measurement of ion energy v distribution.--In this attempt to
extract ions from a source, analvze them in a suitable analyzer according
to their mass to charge ratio, focus them into a small spat and inject
them into a target, the "sin>,le focusing" mass anaivzer will be lised
due to its simp licity compared to o chromaticall y corrected "double
focusing" analyzer. The r-inimum spot size obtainable with this analyzer
is directly proportional to the energy width of the ion beam.	 It is there-
fore of great practical interest to investigate the energy distribution of
the ions extracted fro,a the source.
Fig. 22 shows the circuit used
ago
to measure particle energy distribi.-
tions b y the retarding potential
difference (RPD) method. For posi-
live ions the potent i3i of the second
Rrid of the Faradav cage can be varied
between +100 volts and -9V (bv means
of a bias batter y cell) with respect
to the anode of the ion source. The
higher the initial energy of an ion
emerging from the extraction bole
in the source is,the more positive
-1 10
	
Uret has to be with respect to the
100	 200
	
300 Uex (v)	
anode in order to prevent the ion
Fig. 21 Extraction Characteristics
	 from reaching the collector. Fig.
for Ions and Electrons 	 23 shows a series of tvpic.al retardation
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urves for different arc parameters. The percentage unite of the source
pressure indicated at each curve refer to Fig. 6. One can see in Fig. 23
that the ordinate• values of all curves with the exception of the curve (3)
are approximately pro portional to each other. Curve (3) extends to mt.,.h
larger values of Uret 1 
iex which mean ,., that there is an a ppreciable fraction
of high energy ions present in the beam. This curve is distinguished from
the others by an abnormally high arc voltage (52V, 1A). Maximum ion current
I
UFIL
Fib;. 22 Circu 4 t for KDP Measurement of Ion (electron) Energv Distribution
is indicated by curve (5) (1 A = 140 mA, U  = 29V). g raphical differentia-
tion of the retardation curves gives the number of ions with an initial
energy between U ret and Uret + !.0 (differential energy distribution).
This has been done in Fig. 24 for ions and electrons. Two representative
cases -re shown, namel l,• , Lhe "high arc" case (high arc voltage U a = 50V,
high arc current > 300 mk) and the "low arc" case (low arc volta g e U 	 27V,
29
M% 140 m
t7v --
01
90 100	 Urei+Uex (V)
05
low arc current f ,,1 0 110- 140 ru%) .	 it is obvious th.+t althouu.h t he -•nergy
width at half height is about the same in both cases CE 112  -i 17'.') the
'low arc' shows a sharp cutoff of the ion emi— ion current at about
= 28V, whereas the 'high .irc' emits an appreciable amount of ions
with energies higher than 50eV. The most probable ion energ y for both
cases is approximately 16 eV.
It is obvious that the 'low arc' is the preferable regime for the
following reasons:
a) higher ion extraction current
b) lower ^nergv spread
c) lower power dissipation
I (µA)
	 2.1.10. Summ-; ry of sec tion 2.1.
p, 75% , WC. , 40mA	 RETARDATION
u „ L • '9v
CURVES
	 1 t-as ion source of the Unoplasmat roan
Sax , i OA Uex=100V
-	
type has been desicned and built.
•4%.1OA
etv ^\	 The purpose for building a gas source
75%.WBMA
zav	 is to investi^ , ate the influence of
Fig. 23 Retardation Curves as
Measured with the Circuit
in Fig. 22.
various pa r ameters (i.e. linear dimen-
sion--,, source pressure, are current)
on the performance of the source and
to be able to o p timize the future
metal ion source.
It h--s been shown that stable
arc conditions can be obtained at
source pressures as low as 1 x 10-2.
In this case the arc itself consumes
a power of about 5 watts. Including
the filament current a total power
30
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The source efficiencv (ions/neutrals
emitted) is about 2-37 for Ar^nn.
\ A
A	 (high arc)10'
of about 55-60 w,itts is dissipated within the ion source. For arvon
the flow of neutrals throu g h the exit bole of the source is in the order
of 0.5 ug/sec which should should make it possible to run the source for
about 500 ho urs with a charge of 0.5 gram of a material of medium mass;
number.
10uA of A- ions have been
extracted from the source with an
extraction voltage of 2 kV.	 (although
no mass analvsis of the ion beam, has
been undertaken so far it can be
assumed that by far the largest frac-
tion consists of singly charged ions
of the gas introduced into the source.)
CIc/dU,gj C A/V
OIFFFRF NTIAL ION F NF RGY UISTRIBUIION
lc(FOwarc)
A	 -- G F „tIT V
to
I	 ^
	
A
1
\ IC ( low arc)
The total energy width of the
extracted ion beam can be made lower
than 25V under certain conditions.
o	 1 c
	 20	 ao	 4o	 so
	
0	 0 	 Two regimes of the discharge can be
U.•t E V I
obtained: the 'low arc' character-
Fig. 24 Differentiated Retardation
Curves (uncorrected differen- 	 ized by low power dissipation, high
tial ion energy distribution)
emission current and low energy
spread and the 'High arc' with high anode power dissipation, low emission
current and large energy spread of the ions.
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.2. High Temperature `fetal Unoplasmatron
The mechanism of a Unoplasmatron dischar ,i^e remains the , ime whether
it is susta i ned in in atmosphere of metal vapor or in Permanent gases.
SiIICC it is our aim to produce ion beams of element ,, such as Mg, Pb, l i ,
In, and Ga, it is necessary to reach operating temperatures between 6000K
and 1500 0K (ref. H). This corresponds to operating pressures between
10 -2 and 10 -1 torr (see sections 2.1.7. through 2.1.9.).
The problems in adapting a gas ion source for use with metals are
r,.,;nly of an engineering nature:
1) to put additional heating elements into or around the source
and reduce heat losses b y radiation and conduction,
2) to find a suitable container for the charge material since manv
materials are chemically attacked b y molten metals such as Al,
3) to avoid coating of all the insulators inside the source by
condensed charge material,
4) to prevent "poisonin4," of the electron emission filament b y the
metal vapor.
2.2.1. Radiation shielding.--One of the main problems in working with
;sigh temperature structures is that of heat shielding. Two aspects have to
be considered: first, to keep parts and struct u res in 'he vicii,-_ty of the
ion source on low temperature, and second to minimize heat '_osses from the
ion source surface b y radiation and conduction.
According to the Stefan-Boltzmann Law a bod y with surface area A
(in cm 2 ) and emissivity E radiates away
d° = AE x 5.67 (1000)4	 [watts]
through the surface, where T is the surface temperature in deYrees Kelvin.
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From the dimensions of the low temperature Qas source investigated
during this contract %.Y e can estimate a surface area of about 25 cm  for
the high temperature source. At an operating; tem perature of 1500 0K the
• intalum anode, which will be the outmost surface of the source has an
emissivity of ^1	 0.2 so that we can expert a theoretical power loss of
R	
140 watts from an unshielded source. This is assuming; clean, polished,
dt
and uncontaminated Ta-surfaces. A reai surface hcwever ma y have an emissiv-
ity which is higher by 3 factor of 2 or 3 so that the power consumption
increases accordingly. 'ro achieve the same onerating temperature with
less power it is possible to surround the hot ion source bod y
 with closely
spaced 01in sheets of heat reflecting material. Energy radiated away from
the heated conter bod y is partially reflected by the innermost shield so
thrtt the temperature of the center bod y increases. Alternativel y , the
same temperature can be achieved with reduced power input into the
center b,)dv. Increasing 'e number of shields further reduces the amount
of power needed to keen the source at a certain temperature. If one assumes
that the emissivities of the center bod y and all the heat shields are
identical and independent of the temperature, the power required to keep
the center body at a specified temp_rature above the ambient is given by
Q1
Of = -- 0
n+1
where n is the number of shields and Q'
c 
the power consumption without
shields ( n = 0). One shield therefore cuts the power requirement by
a factor of 2, 2 shields by a factor of 3, etc.
For rcal bodies however, the emissivit y
 E is a complicated function of
temperature so that the shielding action is not proportional to the number
33
Wn
dt = 0.71 A (1000)5
To measure the effectiveness
0. 1
of shields,	 Fiy,. '_5 shows ex p eriment.-all y determined E values for clean
tantalum metal (Ref. 4). For temner.atures ,around 15nO 0K a strai} , ht line
approximation can be used:
e = 0.125 (1000)
E va1uL-^ derived from thi s formula agree within 10% with the measured
values. In the case of W the applicabilit y
 of a straight line approximation
4	 has been confirmed experimentally
0.3-	
in the Particle Optics Lab (Ref 9).
/	 'The power radiation of tantalum
/
0.2
	 /	 can therefore be approximated b y the
formula
1,	of heat shields a scaled down
000	 1000	 1500	 2000	 •K
model of the ion source has been
Fig. 25 Total Thermal Emissivitv
of Tantalum	
constructed. It consists of a
tantalum tube (one end covered) as
a center body (Fig. 26). A 15 cm long 10 mil tungsten filament mounted
in the inside can dissipate about 80 watts if heated by a current of about
6 amps. The current is fed via two alumina inslated 50 mil Ta-leads
through the open end of the tube. Two heat shields can be pushed over the
center body leaving one end of the tube unshielded. Distance between heat
shields is about 25 mil. 1/8" dia holes were punched in both heat shields
so that an optical pyrometer (singe col.a,: L & N 8622-C) can be focused
34
onto the surface of the center bod y
 as well as the first shield in order to
measure	 their	 respective- temperatures.
If	 the	 temperature of a surface	 is determined b y single color pvro-
metrv,	 a correction has	 to be applied to the pvrometer readinv which takes
into account
	
the varyin), spectral emissivity of a real body for	 the wave-
0
length under consideration 	 (red,	 65301). Fig.	 27 show~	 the correction as
,I	 function of	 the	 pyrometer	 reading,,.
W- HEATER (80 Mans) T h e gra ph has been draw:	 according
cm
PYROMETER to data given b y Kohl	 (Ref .4)
I-ENS
Fig.	 28 shows	 the temperature-
IHcm
---^ power diagram of the test source
Cents without	 shield	 (a), with one shield
body
/
INSULATORS
Mold I ' (b),	 and with	 two shields	 (c).
shiNd 2	 FILAMENT LEADS
Notice that without heatshield the
power dissi pated is proportional to
Fig.	 26	 Test	 Body for '•leasuring
Effect of Radiation Shielding T5 as expected.	 From the dimensions
•Z^T(-K) 'in d	 the r)aterial	 properties of	 the
soo test source structure one can calcu-
zoo
late a heat
	
loss of 84 watts at	 15000K.
loo A further reduction b y a factor of about
so
two can be expected if the
contact
	
area between shields can be
minimized b y careful mechanical
PYROMETER REAOINYr —
Fig. 27 P yrometer Correction for
-!antalum
construction.
i
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?.2.3.	 Sni ral heat s hi eld . --
Based on the measurements on an arrav
of individual cvlindrical heat shields
a new t ype "continuous strip" spiral
heat shield has been developed. The
basic concept of this design is shown
in	 Fib;. 30a.	 On a thin	 (1 mil)	 Ta
sheet of length L and width H are
spotwelded two thin (1 mil) Ta strips
(width w = 25 mil) in such a wav that
the spotwelds have a distance_ of about
r
W
O
s
Tem3,t. , rat tire
.
 of R.id i_a_tion	 c :11.)
Shields. -- , )n the same model the tempera '	 0
tune of the heat shields was determined
pyrometrically. The results are shown
in Fig. 29. As can be seen the tempera-
.titre drop between (mposite surfaces is
	
Tt T4
approximatel y 9000  at 15000 K. With
a shield spacing of 25 mil = 0.6 nun this
^'	 a	 J I	 l
gives a temperature gradient of about
	
1000	 1500	 at 
	 T PK )
3 3 x 10 3 oC/cm	 If the Same temnera-
Fig. 28 Effect of Radiation Shields
ture gradient had to be sustained by a	 on the Temperatur.. of the
Center Body in Fig. 26
solid thermal insulator '`_.e alumina) the power loss of the model source would
.N.1d2	 .M«d 1	 e•.f•r body
he 2.7 kw instead of 50 w at 15000K.
1000	 1500	 T(OK)
Fig. 29 Temperature of the
Radiation Shields in
Fig. 26
1/8" of each other (Fig. 30a). If
this sheet is rolled around a cylin-
drical mandrel of radius R with the
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strips	 on tht ,	ii«ide,	 a	 multilayer s p iral	 bod ,. • is formed,	 the cross section
of which is	 shown
	
sc • hem;iticall y
	1n I • iv.	 30b. The '1'a	 ,,tries	 have warned
into a wave-like pattern which keeps consecutive spiral lavers at a well
defined (but ver y small) distance from one another.
Beat transfer in such a system
occurs b y radiation between consecu-
tive spiral layers, b y conduction
along the whole length of the rolled-
tip sheet, and b y conduction between
the adjacent lavers across the warped
Ta strips. A sim p lified treatment
of the conductive contribution to the
heat transfer is outlined below.
t ..... thickness of Ta foil and strips
Fig. 30 "Spiral" Radiation Shield
w ..... width of Ta strips
h .... number of spiral turns 	 R.....average spiral radius
n .... number of warps p-I r turn	 n.....heat conductivit y of Ta
AT ... Temperature difference between the outside and the inside of the spiral
structure
6T ... average temperature difference between consecutive spiral lavers
The heat conduction Q
s 
along the rectified spiral is given by
	
"JT	 riHtAT
	Q s
 = nHt L
	 2RrN
assuming a c-nstant temperature gradient along the spiral surface. From
Fig. 29 of section 2.2.2 one sees that there is an almost constant temperature
difference (at least between the three hottest surfaces). Therefore our
assumption seems to be a good annroximation.
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(1)
the heat conduction across the warns n can be written as
w
Qw = 2n • 2wtn QT	 (2)
,,jlierc •
 k is half the length of a warp.
	
If the dititance between lavers is
sma 1 1 ,	 (•: ►n be approximated by ti	 'tn	 Therefore,s --- ,
n
Q= 4nwtn2 `	 (3)
w	 Rn
Assuming again	 a constant
	 temperature gradient along the spiral we have
bT	 =	 "'1'/N and finally,
Q 	 8wn24	 H -
S
showing that warp conduction is predominant for w/H , 10-2.
'1'he spiral radiation shield for the high temperature ion source
described in 2.2.4. had the dimensions
R	 1.0 cm	 w = 0.1 cm	 #
H = 3.0 cm	 N = 8
L = 2.54 x 10 -3 cm	 n = 12
With a value of n = 0.71 watts / 0C. sec. cm and an operating temperature
difference AT = 1000 0C the results are
Q	 = 4.1 watts
w
Q	 = 0.026 wattsS
Due to the man y
 contact points between layers, the effectiveness per layer
of this t ype of shield is not as high as that of accuratel y built cylindrical
shields. However, b y tightly
 w;nding and b y
 spacing the spotwelds appropriately,
(4)
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lavers can be reliably spaced 5-7 mils aj :i -t . 	 Therefore the heat
resistivity per unit volume of the spir.il is far superior to an array
of individual cy lindrical shi.'lds. The extreme simplicit •: in manufacturing
such a spiral renders it useful in the high temperature metal ion source.
As is further described in section 2.3.1. the spiral shield resulted in
a power reduction of at least a factor of 3 at operating temperatures
1000oK.
2.2.4. Const_ructionai details of
--
the high temperature Cnoplasmatron--
An overall cross sectional view of the high temperature ion Source is given
in Fig. 31. The discharge volume itself is formed by the Ta-anode (12) and
(21) and by the Ta feedthrough plate (15). The components situated in the
discharge volume itself are shown in Dwgs # 32 and 34 (Appendix A). A 1,-
filament (Dwg #35) is spotwelded to two of the Ta leads (23 in Fig. 31;.
An electron reveller plate is s potwelded to a third lead. The intermediary
electrode (Ta) is puslied into two other leads, which have been slotted for
this purpose (see ih.: g 432, Appendix A) . A heater element (Dwg #36, Appendix:
A) is placed around the intermediar y electrode. The intermediar y electrode
is centered and spaced inside the anode cavity b y three alumina insulators
(19) (Dwg #34) pushed over three mounting straps (Dwg #36). Gases can be
fed into the source volume by means of an optional Ta tube (Dug #34).
Electrical connections (23) lead into the discharge volume and are
electricall y isolated against the anode (15) and (21) by ceramic insulators
(24) . To prevent vapor from leaking: out of the source cavity, the Alumina
ceramic tubes (24) are press fitted into the 1 mil undersized holes in (15)
and the Ta-wires (23) are warped by making crosswise indentations with a
wire cutter before pressinc them into the insulators (24). A tight fit
between the removable anode cap and the feedthrough plate is produced by
39
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Fig. 31 High Temperature Unoplasmatron; Assembly Drawing
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two layers of a 1 mil Ta foil (26) wound tightl y around both :and snotc:elded
to the feedthrough pl. ► te. The oven (18) with a volume of 0.25 cm  is
machined from :: , .r- rl Nitride• .and pushed through a 1/4" diameter hole in the
rater of the feedthrough pl.+tc. 	 It is hV:ated b y 5-6 turns of a 'ra-strip
(i mil x 25 mil) wound tightl y around it ,, outside (see Dwg #21 and Fig. 32).
Fhe sp i r.al type hea' sh i c-ld ( 17) reduces radiat ive livat losses t rom the
oven and tht , heater. The shielding assembl y (16) minimizes radiative
transfer from the discharge chambf-r to the oven and its surround i rah ,  heat
shields. The curr(•iit loop for the oven stria heater is formed b y the
contact wire  (25) , the heater strip itself - , the heat shields (17) , and
the source housing (9).
Vie anode cylinder is surrounded b y spiral heat shield,; (13 and 14) and
a plane 3•-laver shield (11).	 Ions are extracted through a hole in the
center of the .mode front plate (12). The plasma nenetrating through the
hole is allowed to exnand onto a cuplike structure (see Uwp, it l, Anpendix A).
The edge of this expansion cup, together with the anode cone (7), forms one
equinotential surface of a fierce extraction geometr y . The other electrode
is the"extraction electrode" M. 'this electrode is machined from Ta and
insulated avainst .anode potential b y means of three alumina balls (3). A
thread cut into the extraction electrode (1) and its support (2) allows
adjustment of the spacing between the anode and the extractor. The anode
is centered and spaced by three brackets and distance pieces (28). The
source structure is mounted in a two piece stainless steel hou-ing (9), (27)
and (30), held together b-,- a temporaril y spotwelded .trap. Electi.cal
connection to the extraction electrode is made b y a stainless steel wire
fed through a ceramic tube mounted to the outside of the source housing
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..	 .
(Uw #37, Appendix A) .
The inside of the source volume	 is	 shown	 in Fig.	 33.	 The	 i nterried i. ► ry
elt-ctrude with its surrounding he: ► ter assembl y and contacts are clearly
Fiy . ;2	 liigl ► "Temperature Unoplasma-
tron, Oven
visible.	 Fig. 34 shows th. , ion
source with oven ,and heat shield in
place. On ton of the structure part
of the expansion cur :and Pierce-conu
is visible.	 A total view of the
fullv assembled ion source is given
in 1' i	 35.	 1 t has been mounted on
a 12" 11071inal VARIAN' blank f lanve.
Total lenvth from the top of the ex-
traction electrode to the bottom of
the flange i s 4 3/4". The diameter
clearinv the base of a VARIAN 1 1/2"
rotable flange insert.	 1'o conveniently
mount the ion source on existing
lncludiiw, tht , insulator for the
extract ,L on ele: trode is 1.30 " , just	 1
facilities (liivIi voltage accelerators,
Implantation s y stems)	 an d at	 th-^ same	 time to carr y off the heat produced by
the source,	 a vacuum tight housing has been constructed (Dwgs 423	 to	 28,
Append i:•:	 A) . !	 i }:.	 36 shows the vacuum housing with the source attached to
it.	 if the source is operated near maximum temperature, a small fan
(ca. 15 -20 cf/m) should he mounted on-a.: is with this housing.
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Fig. 35 High Temperature Unoplasmatron, Fully Assembled
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Fib;. 36 high Temperature UnoFl.asmatron, ' .1kanted in Vacuum Housing
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2.5.	 Electrical circuit.--Che basic circuit diagram for the operation
of t1w high temperature ion source is shown in Dwg 11 33, Anpendix A. The anode,
heat sh i e I ds , source hous i ng , mount i np f lange , gas 1 i ne , and vacuum hous i nti•
arc on ion source "ground" potential. One end of both the heater and the
oven power supplies is connected to source ground. The filament bower supply
is floating on negative are potential. The intermediar y electrode is connected
to the negative end of the filament via a 5K self biasing resistor. The extrac-
tion potential is applied between anode (source ground) and extraction elec-
trode.
1, 1 the present work, current regulated DC power supplies aro used as
oven and heater supplies. In this arrangement a fairly repeatable rel^^tion-
ship between power supply setting and source temperature is observed. It
seems feasible However to drive oven and heater with AC power (autotransformers)
and install a suitable temperature monitoring; device. Since the extracted ion
current is strongly dependent on the arc current (see section 2.1.7.), the
are current should be derived from a current stabilized nower su p ply. In the
present work the are supply has a current regulation of 0.02% (no load/fuli
load) which seems to be more than adequate for the elements processed so far.
The following power supplies were used during the performance tests of
the high temperature source:
Filament
Arc
Oven
He-ter
Extraction
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Manufacturer	 Type
Hewlett-Packard	 HP 6207
Hewlett-Packard	 HP 6207B
MIT built	 15V/2A
Perkin Eng. Corp.	 M6nV
DEL electronic Corp. 	 DEL 10HPT11
2.3. High Temperature Unoplasmatron Performance
2.3.1. Thermal characteristics.--A series of measurements were taken
to )btain the temperature-power input relationship Of the high temperature
source. For this pur pose two Pt-Pt/Rh (137,) thermocouples were inserted in-
to the source structure: the first directly into the extraction cup of the
anode and the second in the interior of the oven tht:)uuh a small hole drilled
speciall y for that purp ,-)se. The readings of both thermocouples gave a lower
liiuit to the true equilibrium operating temperatures for anode cavity and
c, .n interior, the anode TC was lower because the expansion cup is the only
unshielded part of the anode front (see Fig. 31) and therefore is colder
than its surroundings and the oven TC was reduced because the oven Beat shield
had to be shortened in order to make room for the TC. Fig. 37 gives the tem-	
r
peratures of expansion cup and oven with and without the anode heat shield
installed as a function of the total power input (filament and heo.ter). The
oven heater was not used in this series so that the measured oven temperatures
were due mainl%, to heat conduction.	 "L T-,-,ximum oTneratirg tem p erature (1500'K)
a small ,amount of additional even p	 (+d watts) was suff-cient to equalize
source and oven temperature.
2.3.2. Amon ex_Eeriments_.--To compare the performance of the high temper-
ature version of the Unoplasmatron with the nreviou,ly built has Unoplasmatron
(section 2.1.S.) Argon gas was fed into the high temperature source via a
metering valve. The heat shields (11 and 13 in Fig. 31 1, were removed to keep
the temperature at a value comparable to the operating temperature of the gas
Unoplasmatron. Source pressure could not be measured directly but gas dynam-
ical considerations show that the relationship between the source pressure
and the vacuum chamber pressure can be described ver y closely as in Fig. 9.
W (watts)
10 3
 L— - r
ANODE	 I /
UNSHIELDED
ANODE I
10 2
	 QV^	
_5HIE L DE D
/
°
5x 10 2 IX 	 2x 0
T (°K)
Fig. 37 Temperature of High Temperature Unoplasmatron versus Power Input
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'I'Le extracted ion current was measured in a setup indentical to the one shown
in Fig.18.
After optimization cif the extraction current the following; arc parameters
.ere measured:
I fil = 5.0 A
	
I
Arc 
= 2 40riA	 p = 6 x 10 - j Corr
U fil = 14.3V
	
UArc =	 V
the 1 -U	 characteristic is shown in Fig. 38. 	 If the arc current is
ex ex
set to zero (no are burning) a residual extraction current 
Iex 
of '^ 0.17..A
is measured at L'	 = 2KV. This can be attributed to surface ionization of
ex
alkaline, impurities of thu Ta anode and extraction cup. No mass separation
was performed prier to current measurement. However, if the Argon supply is
shut off, 1
ex 
is reduced to about 0.17 uA at 2KV which is the same value
previousl y attributed to surface ionization. Taking this background current
into account, the extraction characteristics of the low temperature (Fig. 21)
and hi-h temperature (FA'g. 33) Unoplcsmatron are very similar.
2.3.3. Lead experiments--For the Pb-run the heat shielding was installed
again and the oven was filled with ca 0.15- of Pb metal. It was found that
the best results can be obtained if the heater filament is not used and all
the power is supplied by emission filament, arc, and, if necessary, oven.
1'he U
extr 
-I 
extr 
characteristic and the arc parameter for a particular run are
given in Fig. 39. An increase in the arc current causes the extraction current
to increase as well. Increasing the o:, ea power has the same effect. Readjust-
meat of the emission filament current is the simplest way to obtain stable
discharge conditions if other arc parameters are varied. Fig. 40 shows the
dependence of total extracted ion current on oven heater power for two dif-
ferent arc current settings. Current can obviousl y be extracted from the
'+9
r
F,
ounce (with norm: ► 1 arc i);ir:irc!(-tar nreva i 1 i n^ , ) with no oven tower it a 1 1 .
Ibis is dua to : ► n irnhomogen Pous temperature distribution ir► the oven which
causes ti ► e anode side to be hottest and the rear end coluest. 	 If the arc
currant is set to zero a background iln current of ca U."?..A at V extr = IK%'
ma. ► •;ured.	 Again thI ,  i ,; interpreted as surface ionization of impurities
contained in the Ta buiIding mat-Nria1.
lox (,uA)
I ex (µA)
10.0
100
	
Charge Ar
	 5.0
50.	 p = 6 x 10-3 Corr
Wf ► 1 - 85 watts
Uarc- 70V	
rI arc	 m240A
0
10
	 o^
	
10 -
	
d--o-°—O'O_
5. —
	 0.5
P
Charge; Pb
U arc 100 V
I arc ` 85 mA
Wfi1 45 watts
WoV 4.8 watts
Wtot 58 watts
I	 ► I Ill	 I	 i	 Uex
0.5	 I.	 2.	 3. 4. (kV)
Fig. 38 High Temperature Unoplasmatron;
Extraction Characteristics for
Argon
--L	 Uex
0.5
	
1.0
	
2.0	 (kV)
Fig. 39 High Temperature Unoplasmatron
Extraction Characteristics
for Lead
If the source is rec ycled (cooled to room temperature) and restarted
four times, contamination of the insulators (Fig. 31) makes it difficult to
maintain the starting voltage for the arc (150 volts). Sandblasting of the
insi , lators makes the source ready to operate again for three more cycles.
:after this the insulators m ► , st be exchanged. In this run the source totaled
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an oper.1ting time of about 32 hours after which nearl y half of the original
1 1b charge still remained n the cold portion of the oven.
2.3.4. G_illium experiments.--
eX(µA)
A complete discussion of the Ga results
10.0 - 	
Charge Pb	
is difficult without mass analysis
50
	 wf11 45 watts
	
of the ion beam since at lea:,t three
Uorc_ 80mA .^
arc
factors contribute to the extraction
current:
10
	 a)	 surface ionization of a.lkal int,
U -100V 	 impurities contained in the Ta on
05—
	 arc -	 /°
I arc -85m A/	 the Ta surfaces of the anode and
0
the expansion cup as well as on the
filament.	 (Since th,^ ..ork functions
WOV
0.5
	
I.0
	 20 3.0 (watts)	 of polycrvstulline Ta and W are 4.1eV
and 4.55eV respectively, most alkalais
Fits. 40 liigh Temperature U-oplasmatron;
	
Extracted Lead Current Versus 	 should be com p letel y ionized even
Open Power
at low temperatures.)
b) Surface ionization of Ga (Ionization potential 1 = 5.9eV) at the emission
and heater filaments and Ta surfaces of the discharge volume
c) lonizz:tion of Ga in the arc discharge
By setting the arc curren'. to zero the contribution of item (c) could be
singled out. This fracti,)n (Fig. 41, curve 3) can ver y likely be attributed
to Ga ions alone.
To single out the contribution of Ga to the background current (no arc
burning) inare detailed anal ysis is required, preferably including mass
analy sis of the beam.
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Thc• parameters of the Ga-run were:
Fi lament :
	
I f = 4.5A
	 I;irc
	
1 70mA
U  = 12.5%'	 U:irr = ti0V
li.,;iter :	 T
total power 101 watt
U	 =
 8. 5%'
Oven:	 1 = 0.8A0
U = 5V0
I ex (µA)	 The Ga charge g as 50 mg and the
10.0--
	
	
source  was restarted three times
Iort= 170 mA
5 0	 /'	 br ink; ing the total onerat i ny. time
1 •^/^ I arc =O	 to 11 !lours. No exreriments were
performed after this although the
source was still in op-2rating
1.0
	 fir'	
condition.
Charge Go
0.5	 Marc 90V
1 arc 170 mA
W tot	 101 watts
1 1 1 1 1 11	
"ex
05	 1.0	 2.0	 (kV)
Fig. 41 High Temperature Unoplasmatron;
Extraction Characteristics for
Gallium
3. MASS SEPARATION AND FOCUSING SYSTEM
In order to bombard the surface of a solid species it, a 2-dimensional
pattern with a spatial resolution of the order of microns, a suitably demag-
nified ion optical image of the ion emitting area (i.e. exit hole area of
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the ion source) has to be projected onto the solid surface with a mass
analyzing stage incorporated in the ima.-ing s y stem. Since the ion species
selected for bombardment may constitute onl y a fraction of the total beam
extracted from the ion source (section 2.2.) it i:, advi ya'ule to perform
mass st-paration early in the ima}, i ng process rather than carry all the
unw,inted species through the s y stem and risk contar:ination of apertures.
It is therefore proposed to arrange the mass anal y zer stage directly follow-
ing the extraction-acceleration s y stem described in 2.2.4. Keeping the
simplicity of design in mind, the demagnifying stage will most conveniently
consist of a one or a multi-stake system of rotationally s ymmetric electr0-
static Ien -,vs. Given this fact, stigmatic focusing is required from the
mass anal y zer. A theoretical tre.itment of the focusing nruperties of a new
class of such anal y zer~ is given below. Based on these results the basic
parameters of a low energy ion bombardment system capable of producing spot
sizes of the order of a micron are given.
3.1. Stigmatic Focusing Mass A.nalvzer
The focusing; properties of a c y lindricall y symmetric magnetic field
which can be describee b y the equation
hi = C
	
(3.1)
r
have been investigated. In this equation H is the field intensit y , r is the
distance fron the axis of symmetry, and C is a constant of proportionality.
Such a field can be obtained b y using, plane inclined pole faces. The case
of a s ymmetric magnetic sector-field with arbitrar y sector angle :
	
straight
boundaries, and perpendicular beam entrance and exit (see Fig. 42) was treated.
Special cases of this general arrangement have been re ported (Refs. 10, 11, 12).
If ic)ns emerge from a -)oint source S on the virtual intersection line
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of the pole pieces :< curtain value for the Particle momentum cnn he tound
for which the beam is focused at all iM,1VU point I . The focusinv is
stiymaLic (Mv,ii ► ill^, a Point I  focused into a point and not into a line
as n most ma l ,nctis anal y zers). This advantage, together with the fact that
plain pole faces are eas y	to machine and do not 	 require critical adju,;tment-;,
makes it	 desirable	 to investigate	 this	 configuration closely and compare	 it
with other mass .anal y zing systems.
3.1.1. First order design parameters. --We define a dimensionless
measure K for the momentum to charge ratio of	 the particle as
K=P_
qC
p..... momentum of the particle
(I.....charge of the particle
(3.2)
The condition for stigmatic focusins; in a sector with deflection angle
sm = 2^t is
K(Ksin 2
 ye_ 
Kcos* 
I(K ^)+ sinmcosm + cosy a-Kcos^ I(K,y)] - sinQ - 0	 (3.3)
It	 Kcosy
where I(K,L)	 r cosy e	 day
0
(3.4)
Equation (3.3) obviously has to be solved numerically in order to find
the value of K for stigmatic focusing. The result is given in Fig. 43.
Once the value of K is found the dimensions of the trajector y are
determined. We find for the maximum distance r from the axis
m
r = L siu2 e K (1 - cos2)
m
(3.5)
where L is the "object distance" (Fig. 42) which is .qual to the "image
distance".
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R ,
Ll , he distance AB (Fig. 42) which determines t'jie size of the pole faces
i s f ouiid to be
AB= 2KL si,l: e -Kcos: 1 (K„)) .	 (3.6)
^r
I
i
2	 V
S
Fig. 42 Coordinate System for Wedge Magnets
The object-image distance SI is given by
-Kcosb	
+ cosh)	 (3.7)
	
SI = 2L (Ksin^ e	 I(K,m)	 ,.
Fig. 43 shows K, 
ri and r- as functions of ym.
m	 m
3.1.2. Second order aberrations.--
Let us define a rectangular coordinate
6	 system (x, y ; z) in the image space
s^irm
	
	 ^
(Fig. 44). A particle which starts
from the source point S, with angular
L / rm
displacement opening a, a  (see Fig.42)
K
— against the median trajectory and a
d0	 It0	 IAO	 240	 dK
relative, momentum difference	 = K
with respect to the median momentum
	
Fig. 43 First Order Parameters of 	
will general_v not crass through I
Wedge Magnets
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ti	 (Fiv. 42).
	 If we (I. ine an "image
Y	 I PI	 Alone" 1' 1 perpendicular to the median
trajector y In 1, this particle will
'0	 `0	 R
	 hit 1'1 W,Lh coordina^	 Ay, Az ('z
9	 medicn 4 ri j 	 	
measured from 1 perpendicular to the
plane of Fig. 44) . Ay L nd Az can be
expressed by power series in cr, x ,
z
( as is shown below in (3.8)
Fig. 44 Coordinate Systems in
Image Space
Ay = A 2 
a + A11(A2 + A l2 tS + A,^ 2 P, 2 + A33 Xz2 + ......
(3.8)
Az = B 23 E q z + .....
The coefficients
obviously would occur
We get the follo
A2 = 2L E U) (Ksin2m
A ij and P ij are called "aberrations". Ideal imaging
if all aberrations A	 = B j = f?.ij	 ^3
wing expressions for the aberrations:
+ cosh)
A11	 21, cos$ F(^) (Ksinf + cotm)
Al2 = 2I.[E(^) cosd (Ksin^ - cots) + KH(^) (Ksin^ + coty)]
	 (3.9)
A22 = LK[(Ksin 2 ^ + cosc) G(^) - 2 cos 2 ^ E2(0]
A 33 = L R(W) (Ksin^ + cot¢)
B 23 = 2L E(W) cotm (K sin 2 ^ + cosm)
where the following abbreviations have been used:
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,A ry : AL.
IF:	
-KC115t( : ) - e 	[ 10 - Kcos , 2 ) + JK I
F(^) - le-Kcos$ Ksinm + cos:-
c,(2) - 
e -Kcos2 [cos. (Kcos: - 2) I + 2(1-Kcos:) J + K}:j
HO) - e - Kcos• [I sin g + K sin: eKcos: ^ (cos; + Ks1n 20 (J - IcosW
R( ,L) = sins e-Kcos [1(- 1 2- + Kcos ) - 2 (1 - 22) 
cosm eKcos;,^
sin
Kcos.,
I = t cosy e	 d^
0
2 Kcos4)
J = I cos eye	 day
0
3 Kcos4)
= I cos We	 day
0
Figs. 45, 46, 47 show the dependence of the aberrations (3.9) on the
deflection angle tm . The numerical values given in units of r  (from equation
(3.5)).
The total width Ay of the image of a point source at S measured in
the image plane is calculated for variances of r = 0.1 and ^ = 0.01. The
results are given in Fig. 45. The corresponding mass resolution R  which
follows from the image width Gy and the 'dispersion' A 2 has been calculated
and plotted in Fig. 47.
A comparison of the properties of the type of magnetic tield treated
above and other magnetic analyzers is given in the next chapter. Here only
Lwo aspects are discussed.
a) the aberration A 2 which is also called "momentum dispersion" is
approximately constant for deflection angles ^ m < 1950 and has the value
2r, the same as a homogeneous magnetic sector of the same deflection angle
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Fig. 45 First and Second Order
Aberrations (Ay, A1ll Al2)
of Wedge Magnets
b) for
	 = 1ho 0 the aberration
m
due to the opening angle n in the
deflection plane vanishes. This case
is therefore characterized by High
angular acceptance and excellent
focusing. O'Connel (Ref. 12) calcu-
lated this special case and cl;,ims
fourth order directional focusing.
Fourth order terms however have not
been included in the present calcu-
lations.
Fig. 46 First and Second Order	 Fig. 47 A 22 -Aberration and
Aberrations (A ,A33"23)
	
Resolution of Wedge
of Wedge Magne s	 Magnets
3.1.3. Comparison of the wedge magnets with other types of stigmatic
focusing magnets.--A mass analyzer which is to be used in an ion implantation
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or bombardment system has to meet certain basic requirement - .
a) stigmatic point to point focusing
b) High transmission
c) sufficient mass resolution throughout the periodic system.
For R,ass analysis of ion beams with the intensities and energies usually
encountered in bombardment and implantation work, magnetic deflection type
analyzers are the most feasible. Two types of stigmatic focusing; magnets
have been thoroughly investigated in literature and have also found wide
practical application. The first is the homogeneous sector field with non--
perpendicular beam trajectories at the entrance and exit boundaries. If the
parameters of this i-n optical system are chosen properly the point to
point focusing is caused by that component of the fringing fields at the
magnet boundaries which is perpendicular to both the ion beam and the
magnets- field between the pole faces. Hintenberger (Ref. 13) gave an
extensive treatment of the ion optical properties of homogeneous magnetic
fields including all second order aberrations.
Stigmatic focusing has also been achieved by inhomogeneous sector fields
with rotational symmetry. If the logarithmic field gradient in the radial
direction (from the axis of symmetry) is equal to n = 1!2 the optical constants
in the deflection plane and the sagittal plane become identical. The
stigmatic focusing for all corresponding pairs of object and image planes is
the result. For the case of rotationally symmetric fields with arbitrary
field gradient, optical parameters and aberrations have been calculated by
Tasman, Boerboom and Wachsmuth (Ref. 14).	
I
In section 3.1. we have investigated the focusing properties of magnetic
sector fields with c y lindrical symmetr y and a 1/r dependence of the magnetic
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fit-ld. Such a field is convenientl y produced b y
 plane pole faces which
Intersect at .-in arbitrar y angle. This angle influences the transmissions
but does not change other optical pro.)t--tie4 of the s ystem. Therefore in
the construct	 . of such an instrument mechanical tolerances are not as
stringent, and adjustment and alignment should be easy compared to the cases
meat i tined above.
One important parameter of imaging analyzers is the value of the
spherical W erration because in most instruments this is the predominant
image defect. We will consider here the "total spherical aberration" defined
as the quadratic sum of meridional and sagittal second order spherical
a^ erratir,:, coefficients.
Fig. 48 gives thin spherical aberration as a function of the deflection
angle for the homogeneous (Ah ), the rotationally symmetric stigmatic focusing
(A 112 ) inhomogeneous and the wedge field (Aw ). For simplicity of magnet
construction and especially for ease of adjustment it is assumed that in all
three cases the magnet boundaries are straight lines. it is evident that
the inhomogeneous and the wedge field are practicall ; ► equivalent and for
deflection angles above 1500 have a spherical aberration which is smaller by
a factor of 4 to 5 than what can be achieved with the fringe field focusing
homogeneous field.
The transmission is a second important parameter which determines the
quality of an analyzer. It is proportional to the square of the opening
angle an ion beam can have without being intercepted by the pole faces or the
walls of the vacuum envelope. Fig. 49 shows the transmission of tln- homogen-
eous (Th ) and inhomogeneous (T 1/2 ) fields in relation to the wedge field (Tw)
(Transmission = 100%) for the case of equal mean pole face distances in all
three analyzers.
t
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Fig. 49 Comparison of Maximum
Transmission for Different
Types of Stigmatic Focusing
Magnets
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It is obvious; that he transmission of the wedge field exceeds the
transmission of the n - 112 inhomogeneous field by a factor of 3 to '.,
whereas for deflection angles .larger than 150 0 the homogeneous field is
apparently superior to the other two cases. A more detailed investigation
of stigmatic focusing homogeneous magnets shows however that for deflection
angles of 150 0 and larger t.ie particle beam has to cross the magnet boundaries
at angles larger than 40 0 which introduces problems of fringe field shielding
and makes aberrations other than the sperical aberration predominant.
From the preceding it can be concluded that the wedge type mLgnRt is
superior to the homogeneous magnet because of its lower aberration coefficients
and to the inhomogeneous n = 1/2 field because of the higher maximal
achievable transmission.
45	 90	 135	 ISO
DULgCT10N ANGLE (')
Fig. 48 Comparison of Total Spherical
Aberration for Different Types
of Stigmatic Focusing Magnets
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3.2. Electrostatic Demagnifving and Deflection Svstem
In order to bomba. •I the surface of a solid with ions of it selected
species in a pattern with a r;patial resolution In the order of one micron,
the ion bea! emerging from a suitable source has to be mass analyzed,
accelerated if necessarv, and focused into a spot with a diameter of L.m.
In addition, a deflection system has to be provided which --.in move the spot
actoss the target iiea. 'Fite total span of the deflection will generally be
large compared to the spot size.
The high temperature Unoplasmatron described in section 2.2. can be
modified so that the exit hole has a diameter of 10 -2 cm. The total ion
current will thereby be reduced according to the ratio of the areas. The
brightness K however will remain approximatel y constant. For a spot size of
1^,m the ion emitting area (real or virtual), as which we will consider the
exit hole of the Unoplasmatron, has to be demagnified b y at least 100
diameters. Since the focusing qualitites of the .,./stt•.m should not depend on
the mass and charge of the bombarding ions, this system has t ,) be purely
electrostatic. (That is with the exception of the mass analyzer for which
a wedge type magnet, as described in section 3.1., will be used.)
Due t,- aberrations inherent in the imaging lenses, the diameter of the
focused spot on the target will be larger than the "gaussian" image (produced
by aberrationless lenses). Since in the proposed electrostatic bombardment
system only a very small image on the optical axis is formed, two aberrations
predominate, namel y spher ical and chromatic aberration. These cause a point
to be imaged as a circu..ar disc with diameters d  and d o respectively.
Using the simplifying assumption that gaussian diameter d g , spherical
aberration disc d s , and chromatic aberration disc d o
 superimpose linearly,
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the total diameter d of Jie focused spot is
1 -d +d +d
	
(3.2. 1)
K	 s	 c
(1t is often assured that the aberrations add in quadrature (Ref. 15),) The
size of the aberration discs is given in a third order approximation by
(Ref. 15):
d - 2C 
s 
u 3 [cml
s
d r. - 2C c a^  a [cm]
Cs .....spherical aberration coefficient
C .....chromatic aberration coefficient
c
a .....beam opening (half angle) in in;
6V/V...relative energy spread of ion.
(3.2.2)
[cm]
space
It is possible to correct the Lhird order spherical aberration totally
by use of non-rotationally symmetric multi-element electrostatic lenses and
corrector pieces (Ref. 17). For ease of construction and adjustment however,
it is more convenient to use rotationall y symmetric lenses.
C can be written in the form (Ref.1l)
s
CS = Ks ' f	 [cm]
	
(3.2.3)
Ks
 ..... spherical aberration constant, determined b y lens geometry only
f .....focal length	 [cm]
Theoretically, C S	 "can be made arbitraril y small by size scaling all
linear dimensions of the lens but k,. , -ping the lens voltages constant. In
practice however, the minimum size of the lens is determined by the maximum
admissible field strength between the lens electrodes (100-150 KV/cm). This
also sets a lower limit for f of ", lcm for most electrostatic lenses (Hanszen
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and Lauer, Nct . 16). ''",e onl y wa y to further reduce the s pherical aberration
of rotationall y
 electrostatic space charge free lenses is to optimize K
s
by choosing a suitable lens geometry. This has been done by Butler (Kef.
  19)
for accelerating two potential lenses. He systematically varied the potential
distribution within the lens and with the aid of a computer calculated the
corresponding aberration. For accelerating twc potential lenses no such
optimizing procedure has yet been attempted. Primarily due to convention,
the symmetrical unipotential lens has been the most frequently used t y pe in
electron and ion optical systems (Refs. 18, 20). Values of 12.5 < K s < 20
can be achieves, with such lenses (Ref. 18). faith asymmetrical einzellenses
however, lower values can be obtained Oof. 21). 5eptier (Refs. 18, 22)
describes an unsymmetrical lens with a minimum aberration constant K
s	
2.5.
This lens is shown in Fig. 50. It is nearly identical to that described by
Hanszen and Lauer (Ref. 15).	 In Ref. 18, as in
for the case of large magnification where the o
on the side_ of higher field strength (left side
work however, the lenses work at magnifications
object is far away on the right side of Fig. 50
most references,
bject is near the
in Fig. 50).	 in
<< 1.	 In this c
and the image is
K
s 
is given
focal point
the present
dse the
formed near
'he left focal point, just outside the lens field. The corresponding value
of C s
 for small magnification can be derived from the value Co for large
magnification (referred to the opposite lens side) by the "reverse ray track-
ing" method (Ref. 16).
In Fig. 51 a point object is situated at 1, near the focal point, F, on
the left side of 31 einzellens. Its image is located at 0, far beyond W.
In this case the lens operates at high magnification from la;; to right and
low magnification from right to left.
	
<< l.) The size of the spherical
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1 	 MAI
	
Il
1	 0
aberration di g - a- -)und 0 is given by
d  	
2C (.1 3
	
(3.2.4)S	 o
For this case K
S 
is known from the work of Septier (Ref. 18). Therefore,
for an assumed minimum focal length of f = 1cm, Co	 2.5 cm. Now the rays
can be traced in reverse direction (right to left in Fig. 51). In this case
the aborratioi. disc (diameter d s r (o)) can be considered the image of ds( - )
d r (o) = Md (-) = 2MC cx , 3
5	 S	 o
•	 (3.2.5)
or	 d r (o) = 2C M4a3
s	 o
(3.2.5) gives the size of the aberration disc for the Septier-lens
operated in reverse direction at low magnification.
The chromatic aberration
_.9_.-
DISTANCES IN aim
Fig. 50 Electrostatic Lens with
Low Sperical Aberration
coefficient of the same lens can
be calculated using data from a
graph of the position of the cardinal
elements for a very similar lens
(pg. 273 of Ref. 16). From there
it follows that Cc is very nearly
constant for small magnifications.
C = 0.33 cm	 (3.2.6)
C
For symmetrical einzellenses opti-
mum values for C between 20 cm
C
and 2.5 cm have been reported (Refs. 23, 24).
The Septier lens used in demagnification is therefore well suited to
concentrate a high current of ions and electrons into a ver y small spot.
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f
C^
aberration lens, described by
Butler (Ref. 19) and successfully
employed by Crewe (Ref. 25) in a
scanning electron microscope, was
M
i
Q	 ^
F	 , -, F	 p
Hit! position of this spot Iii ver y
 close to the image side focal point
which is onlv about lmm bevond the last lens electrode. There wc,uld be no
room for a de f lection s y stem to move the focused spot across the target. In
addition, the maximum permissible field strength in the lens would limit the
energy of the particles whim can be focused to about 10-15 KeV.
For these reasons a minimum
chosen as the last stage of the de-
magnifying sy^tem. This lens has
Fig. 51 Reverse Ray Tracing
two advantages other than its
minimized spherical aberration; 1. the image can be made to lie a few cm out-
side the lens, maintaining low aberration and 2) at a lens thickness of only
2 cm it can increase the energy of 2KeV ions by a factor of 10-20, depending
on the image position. The shape of the electrodes of this lens is dictated
by the requirement of minimum spherical aberration. it is cusp-like, both
electrodes being mirror symmetric with respect to the mid-plane of the lens.
The field at the points of enterance and exit of the beam is zero, so that
exit and entrance openings cause minimum disturbances of the ideal field
shape. The electrodes are conveniently machined on a tape controlled lathe
according to the shape described in Ref. 26.
For reasons which will later become obvious, it is proposed to perform
demagnification in a three-lens system consisting of two consecutive Septier
lenses in demagnification and a Crewe lens as final focusing and postacceler-
ation stage (Fig. 52). As pointed out above (3.2.1), linear superposition
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M	 M	 M
do	 d,	 d:	 da
1•
of gaussian image, spherical, and
chromatic aberration discs in both
th:! intermediate and the final
image will be assumed. Therefore
the sizes of the consecutive images
Fig. 52 'Three stage Demagnifying	 d1' d
2 , d 3 (rig. 52) are given
System	 by (3.2.7) below:
d l = 
dlg + d ls + dlc
= M ld o + 2C oM 1 4 a 1 3 + 2C '(,x
d 2 = d 2 + d 2 + d 2 = M 2 d 1 + 2Coi
24 x 2 3
 + 2Cc'a2
d = d	 + d	 + d3c = M 3 d 2 + 2S M 3	 o 1	 3	 " 3 o 14 (V/%) 3/2 n 3 + 2C	 (V /V - 1)3	 3g	 3 s
C
= 11 1
 
M
2 
%I do + [2C oM 2 4M 3 4 (1 + M 1 4 ) + 2s M34 (Vo/Vl)3/2) a33 +
+2 [C"C (V o /V i - 1) + C c ' M 3 2 (1 + M 2 2 ) at	 (3.2.7)
C c ' = Cc 
^v 
.....chromatic aberrations of Septier lens times relative energy
spread of ions
C	 chromatic aberrations of Crewe lens times relative energy spread
c
of ions
s ..... spherical abe r ration coefficient of Crewe lens
V 1 ..... ion energy before postacceleration
VU ..... ion energy after postacceleration
M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ...* magnifications of the three stages
Aberration expressions have been taken from Ref. 25 for the third lens.
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The first lens enters into the dize d., of the final spot through the brackets
J
2(i + M1 4 )	a nd (1 + N1 ) in (3.2.7).	 If both lenses work in strong dematni-
fication, both brackets approach the value 1 so that the properties. of the
first lens do not influence the final spot size.
The current 1 3 in the final spot, diameter d 3 , is Niue only to me
current which would flow through the gaussian image it , in ab. : a t ion lens
(Ref. 16).	 It can be written as
2	 Vi 3 = 4 S .V—° X3 2 d 23g
1
5.....Brightness of the ion source
(3.2.8)
V
The factor -0 comes from the fact that the btigh*_ness of an electron optic^'
1
image is proportional to the energy of the particles.
Using (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) :
I = n 2 8 V`	 2 [d. - (2C M 4M 4 + Cs M 4 (V /V ) 3/2)	 a 33	 4	 V 1 3	 o 2 3	 2 3	 0 1	 3
2(CC"(Vo/Vl
	 1) + C' c M 3 2 a 3 1 2 	(3.2.9)
d 3 is the desired spot size, . • erefore it can be considered a constant.
Other constants in (3.2.9) ar —s ^, CO , Cc, V 0 /V l . To optimize the beam current
I 3 in a spot of diameter d 3 , I 3 has to be differentiated with respect to the
independent variables u 3 , M 2 , M 3 , C s , C C " , and the derivatives set to zero.
Since no analytical expressions for the elements of the Crewe-lens are
available a .:onvenient operating point for this lens is chosen fixing M 3 , Cs,
C c " amd leaving as independent variables only a 3 and M 2 . The operating pcint
of t!-.e Crewe lens is chosen mainly with respect to the working distance
!S = 2cm) making it possible to put a deflection stage between the last
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1electrode and the target. For a working distance of 2 cm it follows from
Ref. 25 that
S = 2 cm
i	 Vo/V1 = 18
C " = 0.45 x dV/V cm	
(3.2.10)
c
C = 9 cm
s
object distance = 1 cm
Plugging in the numerical values of all the constants and assuming a relative
energy spread of bV/V = 10 3 results in:
2
I 3 - 92- Ra32 [d3 - ( 7.25M 2 4 + 76.5) a33 - 1.61 x 10 -2 -1 3 1 2 (3.2.11)
Differentiation of (3.2.11) with respect to a. 3 and M 2 shows that there
is no extremum of I 3 for physically possible values of rx  and M 2 but that
1 3 increases monotonically as M 2 decreases. A ver y small M 2 however would
mean an extremely long object distance for an instrument consisting of only
one demagnifying stage in front of the Crewe lens. An alternative procedure
is therefore to build as short an instrument as possible, keeping the overall
magnification M 1
. 
M 2 constant. As Mulvey points out in Ref. 16, this can be
achieved by arranging two lenses of equal demagnification M 1 = M2 =M 2
in series. The total length 1 from object to second intermediate image
follows from elementary geometrical optics:
= 2(	 f — + 2f + A)
	
(3.2.12)
M1  
M 1M 2 .....overall magnification of 1 st and 2nd stage
I
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f ..... focal lengths of 1 5t and 2 11d stage (equal)
st	 nd
^...... distance of principal planes of 1	 and 2	 stage (equal)
Since M = \I 1
 has a small value, ("3.2.11) now is a function of a3
alone. However, no maximum for I 3 is found for physically acceptable values
of a. An alternative way is chosen to approximately optimize I 3 . It is
possible to write
dg = hd 3	(3.2.13)
where h is a constant < 1. From (3.2.11) the diameter of the chromatic
aberration disc is
do = 1.6 x 10 -2 a 3	(3.2.14)
It is further assumed that the chromatic disc is larger than the spher+cal
disc so that
do = (1 - h) d 3	(3.2.15)
This expression as well as (3.2.13) is plugged into (3.2.11) so that,
neglecting all constants
13 = a32 dg2 = (1 - h) 2 h 2 d 3 4	(3.2.16)
Optimization with respect to h gives
h = 1/2
which means that the gaussian image diameter should be half the total spot
size for optimum conditions. From (3.2.13) follows the optimized a3
a 3 = 3.57 x 10-3
Therefore the diameters of the aberration discs are
d = 0.5 x 10-4
C
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d	 3.4 x 10 -4 11 .. ,1
s	 c
the magnifications follow from (3.2.13) with h = 1/2
d
M22 M 3
-d = 0.5 x 10-20
or	 M2 = M I == 0.67 x 10-1
and with 
u3 
and d3
g
I 3 = H x 1.41 x 10 -12 A
The current density on the target is
1 3
 = E x 1.8 x 10 -4 A /cm2
(3.2.18)
(3.2.19)
(3.2.20)
Using the brightness values for the metal Unoplasmatron E3 = 0.1, the
maximum current density in the Lim diameter final spot 3s
13 = 18 uA/cm2
A 4 plate electrostatic condenser immediately following the second
electrode of the postacceleration lens can be used to deflect the spot across
the target surface. The parallel condenser plates have a length of 1 cm
and a distance of 0.3 cm which leaves a space of 1 cnr between the condenser
and the target. The voltage V
P 
between two opposite condenser plates which
is required to deflect the spot by an amount A on the target is given by
Klemperer (Ref. 27).
V C, d
V = 	 0	 = 0.2V o	 (3.2.21)
P	 k(S 
_ 2)	 0
V
0 
.....particle energy
d..... plate distance
Q .....plate length
S .....working distance
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For a p.irticle energy of 40 KeV and a maximum deflection of 1000 .m for
instance, the deflection voltage required is 800 volts.
Fig;. 53 showL a schematic of the ion bore ardment system including mass
anal y zer and ion source. The exit slit S" with a width of 10 -2 cm of the
mass analyzer serves as object point for the demagnification system. Since
the ion source exit hole is also 10 -2 cm in diameter the magnet has to form
a near perfect stigmatic image with unit magnification at S". The "wedge"
magnets described in section 3.1. are well suited to this purpose since they
exhibit unit lateral and angular magnification as well as stigmatic focusing.
Therefore
a = n
0m
am
 .... beam opening at the ion source
The angles a 0
 admitted by the demagnification system follow from (3.2.17)
and (3.2.18).
ao = 
V
-0 M 1 2M 3a 3 = 3.54 x 10_ 4
 = am	(3.2.22)
1
In section 3.1. the spherical aberration of wedge magnets is given
Ay = .A 11 am2.
If r  is chosen to be 20 cm, Fig. 45 shows that for wedge magnets of
nearly all deflection angles, the image defect due to spherical aberration
is much smaller than the gaussian image. the magnet geometry can therefore
be chosen according to size and accessability considerations.
For	 s = 900
m
(3.2.23)
r = 20 cm
m
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Me magnet aberration Is
1.y in 2 x r x (1 2 = 5.04 x 10- 6 cm
m	 m
which is negligible compared to S" = 10-2 cm.
The other magnet parameters follow from form. (3.2.23) and section 3.1.
as
K = 0.55
L = 17.2 cm
SI = 48 cm	 (source image distance)
P = 11.0 cm	 (radius of curvature of trajectory at r m )
li	 5.86 k Ca-iss (magnetic field strength at r m )
Ions are produced in the ion source see Fig. 53) and preaccelerated to
2.2 KeV by the extractor electrode. Mass analysis of the ion beam is then
performed in the analyzer magnet. The actual mass selection takes place at
the mass selector slit of width 0.1 mm. With this slit width a mass resolu-
tion M/AM of 'ti 2010 and an energy resolution of AV/V ti 0.25 x 10 -3 is
obtained. The mass selector slit which can also be shaped as a circular
diaphragm serves as the object for the followin€, demagnification system. The
first two lenses tDrm a demagnified image of the mass selector diaphragm
without changing the energy of the ions. Mass selector slit, first and
second demagnifying lens have equal distances of 14.9 cm. The postaccelera-
tL,,n lens accelerates the ions t- a final energy of 40 KeV and focuses them
onto the target.
Lower bombardment energies are obtainei by changing all acceleration and
lens voltages in proportion. The aperture stop which determines the final
aperture of the beam and thereby the size of target spot can be located at
the entrance of the postacceleration lens or near the entrance of the second
73
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demagnifying lens. The latter choice has the advantage of a snore convenient
size of the aperture diameter d,
Vd ', = 2r.M 2M 3 V 0 ` 3 ' 0.16 cm1
4. EXPLK IMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE THE FE':AS 1 tS l L I TY OF
HIE* ION BOMBARDMENT `9E.T1101)
Two types of experiments were carried out to ~how the feasibility of the
ion bombardment method.
Fig. 54 shower the affect of a 20 minute bombardment of 2KeV Argon ions
G ;.A/cm) on a 4:1 dilution KTFR photoresist. The thickness was less t: ►
0
1000 A. The black area has been exposed to the ion beam and the white verti-
cal strip is the shadow of a 2 mrn wide current ►neasurement electrode mounted
3 min in front of the target. A penumbra effect is visible at the edge: of
the shadowed area.
Fig. 55 shows a comparison of the ion beam Lombardment effects and
standard ultra-violet light activation of the photoresist on another region
of the same wafer so that the photoresist properties were uniform. The
resolutions in the two cases cannot be compared from these photographs because
of the different mask-substrate distances.
In another series of bombardments 3KeV Ca + ions were implanted in epitaxial
SiO 2 films on Si to see the effect of interstitial Ca+ on the mobility of
Na impuriites. The results of this experiment as well as the photoresist
experiment are still being evaluated at the ERC Cambridge.
1►
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Fig. 54 Photoresist Bombardvd with Ar-ions
F 4-g. 55 4:1 Diluted KTFK Photoresist exposed to
UV-light (left side) and 2KeV Ar+ ions
(right side)
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15.	 PUBLI CAT I f) NS
A talk was given by one of the authors (F.G.R.) at the 1969 Particle
Accelerator Conference in Washington, D.C. under the title "A Mass Analyzer
System for the High Voltage Terminal of a van de Graff Iieav,, Ion Accelerator".
An article with the same title appeared in the IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
Science, Vol. NS-16, No. 3, June 1969 pp.35-37.
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APPENDIX A
Construction Drawings for the High Temperature
Unoplasmatron Ion Source
Dwgs. No. 1-39
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